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Abstract

We develop an axiomatic theory that integrates the discovered preference

hypothesis into neoclassical microeconomic choice theory. A theory in which

preferences must be discovered through experience can explain patterns ob-

served in choice data, including preference reversals, evolution of or insta-

bility in risky choice, and errors that decline with repetition as seen in con-

tingent valuation data. With reasonable assumptions, we show that prefer-

ences for common, high-ranked, and non-stochastic choice items are learned

quickly and thus should appear stable. However, initially low-ranked choice

items may remain persistently mis-ranked. Preferences for choice items with

stochastic outcomes are difficult to learn, so choice under uncertainty is sub-

ject to error. At finite time, a choice item is more likely to be mis-ranked if it

has stochastic outcomes, if it is initially low-ranked, or if it appears rarely in

choice sets. The existence of a default option may or may not render correct

ranking more difficult. Undiscovered preferences can lead to real welfare loss
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as agents make choices not congruent with their true preferences. This the-

ory is amenable to tests using laboratory experiments. Preference discovery

has implications for policy, and the process of discovery may contaminate

choice data in a variety of contexts.

Keywords: discovered preferences, preference stability, learning, risk

preferences
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1. Introduction

“You do not like them. So you

say. Try them! Try them! And

you may.”

Green Eggs and Ham

Dr. Seuss

How do we know what we like? We may be born with complete and

correct knowledge of our preferences; on the other hand, perhaps we have

to learn them, as suggested by the discovered preference hypothesis (Plott,

1996). Microeconomic theory is built upon an assumption of stable and

well-behaved preferences, but if a person must discover those preferences

through experience, choice may appear error-prone or unstable over time.

This could particularly affect risk preferences: learning one’s taste for risk is

harder than learning one’s taste for other things because an ex ante risk is

fundamentally different from the ex post experience a person has with that

risk. The process of preference discovery may explain preference reversals as

well as other signs of instability of and evolution in choice that have been

demonstrated in studies of risk preferences (e.g., Cox and Grether, 1996; Hey,

2001; Loomes et al, 2002; Loomes and Sugden, 1998; Thaler et al, 1997). It

may also explain puzzles in repeated choice in other settings, such as errors

that decline with repeated contingent valuation choices (e.g., Kingsley and

Brown, 2010; Ladenburg and Olsen, 2008; Bateman et al, 2008) and repeated

play of a strategic game even without feedback (Weber, 2003). If preference

learning is an important phenomenon, we need to understand how it works

because learning may confound the analysis of choice data from the lab and
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field and because imperfectly-learned preferences may lead people to lose

welfare through erroneous choices—and this welfare loss may be avoidable if

people can be helped to learn their preferences.

We develop an axiomatic model of preference learning to explore implica-

tions of the discovered preference hypothesis. We show that under reasonable

assumptions, most choice items will eventually be experienced by the agent

and become properly ranked. The exception is that the agent may retain

an un-self-correcting negative bias for a small number of items that seem a

priori unattractive. Items with stochastic outcomes, like lotteries, are harder

to learn. At any time, a choice item is more likely to be ranked incorrectly if

it is stochastic, appears rarely, or initially seems undesirable. Preferences for

rare and undesirable goods are hard to learn because they are tried less often.

However, preferences for risky goods are hard to learn because a risky good is

an ex ante distribution but when the agent tries it she only experiences one

ex post outcome, so multiple experiences are needed to fully understand her

taste for it. These learning difficulties may be exacerbated or mitigated if a

default option is available in all choice sets. The effect of a default depends

on the how how mis-rankings occur relative to the position of the default.

If preferences must be learned, then choices made at finite time may

not represent a person’s true preferences, especially in situations that arise

infrequently or that involve uncertainty. This means that choice data from

an individual in the lab or the field may not reflect a single coherent set

of preferences. Most modern economic analysis assumes stable preferences,

but learning could confound or mask phenomena of interest in nearly every

setting. Preference learning would also mean that people frequently fail to
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make the choice that would make them happiest, and particularly so in high-

stakes situations like housing, labor, and insurance markets where decisions

are infrequent and involve substantial risk.

This paper proceeds as follows. In the next section, we lay the foundation

for the model. In the section that follows, we explore preference learning

when there is no uncertainty. In the following section, we extend the model

to include choice items that yield stochastic outcomes. Next, we discuss the

relationship between the model and existing literature and we explore some

of the model’s assumptions, highlighting useful variants for future study.

Finally, we conclude with implications of the model and discuss how the

model can be tested.

2. Modeling Approach

We model an agent’s decision-making. There is a set X of n ∈ N distinct

choice objects {x1, . . . , xn}, which we call strategies or choice items. They

may be goods, actions, or stochastic experiences. At discrete points in time

t, the agent faces a choice set Yt ⊆ X which contains kt mutually exclusive

strategies. The choice set Yt will always contain at least kmin ≥ 1 strategies;

that is, kt ≥ kmin for all t. We require that each possible choice set of size

kmin has a strictly positive probability of occurring at each time t.2

At time t, the agent chooses a strategy xt ∈ Yt according to binary

preference relation %t. We assume that she knows what items are in the

2This ensures that no strategy xi’s likelihood of appearing is perfectly correlated with

another strategy xj ’s likelihood of appearing. Such a correlation would not change our

fundamental results, but would expand the set of strategies that can remain forever untried.
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available choice set when she makes this decision. We denote indifference

as ∼t. The relation %t is an ordering over the choice universe X. The

preference relation is subscripted because it may change with experience,

but the universe remains constant. After time t (when the agent experiences

the strategy xt that she chose), her preference relation changes to %t+1. We

assume that at each time t, the preference relation %t satisfies some of the

standard choice axioms, as stated below, though we do not require continuity,

monotonicity, or convexity.

Axiom 0. (Well Behaved Preferences) The preference relation %t at all times

t satisfies the standard axioms of completeness, reflexivity, and transitivity.

These properties must hold for every time, but since the preference rank-

ings %t and %s need not be the same at two times t and s 6= t, they need

not hold across times. For example, it could be that xi %1 xj %1 xk and

therefore xi %1 x
k but xk %2 x

j %2 x
i so that xi �2 x

k if %1 6=%2.

We also assume separability such that the agent’s experience with one

strategy does not change her relative ranking between two other strategies.

We consider implications of this in the Discussion section.

Axiom 1. (Separability) Trying a strategy has no causal effect on the relative

ranking of two other, different strategies. That is: for any xi, xj ∈ X, either

a) xi %t+1 x
j for all xt ∈ X\{xi, xj}, or b) xj %t+1 x

i for all xt ∈ X\{xi, xj},

or c) both (a and b) for all xt ∈ X \ {xi, xj}.

This allows rankings to change at time t even for goods that are not

experienced at t. If such changes occur, they must happen regardless of

which alternative good xt was chosen, so that there is no causal link between
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the choice of some good and subsequent rankings of unrelated goods. They

might change, for example, if learned preferences are forgotten, as addressed

in the Discussion.

These axioms govern preferences %t. The discovered preferences hypoth-

esis requires that there be an ordering %∞ that is the agent’s true, underlying

preference ranking.

Axiom 2. (True Preference Stability) There exists a true preference ranking

%∞, and this true ranking does not change over time.

A true preference ranking is the ranking that the agent would choose

according to if she fully knew her tastes for all choice objects. If the agent’s

ordering represents true preferences, then she can gain no information about

her tastes that would cause her to change any pairwise rankings within that

ordering. That is, if xi %∞ xj and xi %t x
j and either xi or xj is chosen as xt,

that does not cause the ranking to change: in the simplest case, it should be

true that xi %t+1 x
j.3 The existence of true preferences also implies that the

learning of tastes through experience should generally occur in the direction

of correctness: the axioms we define later require that experience with xt

moves ranking %t toward true preference %∞.

At time t = 0, the subject is fully inexperienced: she has never tried

any strategies in the choice universe. By completeness, however, she can

3This would not be true in two cases. First, if the agent does not yet know the goods

and ranking %t is only “accidentally” correct, experiencing one of the items could induce

learning that causes the ranking to swap, although experiencing both of them would cause

the ranking to remain the same. Second, if learning can be forgotten, the agent could

forget her taste for the good not experienced in a way that causes the ranking to swap.
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rank all choice items. This ranking is an ordering of choice items based

on the relative satisfaction she believes each will provide. Does the agent

necessarily know how much satisfaction to associate with each item? If she

has undertaken a strategy before, she may remember how well she liked it.

For example, for food, there is evidence that people learn and retain their

tastes for significant consumption items; see Rozin (1982) and Rozin and

Vollmecke (1986). However, if she has not previously consumed an item, she

has a belief that may be an imperfect prediction of how it will please her.

This belief may be informed by an assessment of the strategy’s characteristics

or by comparisons to similar strategies that she has tried. We make no

assumptions about the source of initial rankings and the nature of beliefs the

agent has about strategies with which she is not wholly familiar.

After choosing some strategy xi at time t = 0 (so x0 = xi), the agent

experiences xi. That experience will yield information about how much she

likes xi. She can now better guess how it will please her, and this lets her

update her rankings from %0 to %1. In %1, strategy xi may be ranked higher

or lower relative to other strategies as compared to the initial rankings. The

assumption of separability ensures that through experience with strategy

xi she learns nothing about strategies xj, where j 6= i, but such “learning

spillovers” are a possible extension of this model.

If she fully understands of how much she likes a strategy xi, then she can

compare it correctly with other strategies that she also knows this well. If

she fully understands her preference for two strategies xi and xj then, faced

with a choice between them, she chooses according to true preferences %∞.

We define Ct as the set of all strategies that the agent has already expe-
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rienced enough at time t to have fully learned her relative rankings of them

(so that choices made according to %t between elements of Ct are correct,

i.e. are indistinguishable from choices governed by %∞).

Definition 1. (Set of Correctly Ranked Strategies) Ct is the set of all strate-

gies with which the agent has had sufficient experience at time t so that she

ranks them correctly. That is:

(a) C0 is the empty set (C0 = ∅).

(b) If xi ∈ Ct, then xt = xi =⇒ xi ∈ Ct+1.

(c) xi, xj ∈ Ct =⇒ xi %t x
j ⇔ xi %∞ xj.

The first part of the definition of Ct eliminates rankings that start out

“accidentally” correct.4 The second part excludes items whose rankings be-

come “accidentally” correct. “Accidental” correctness occurs when xi %∞ xj

and xi %t x
j but at time t items xi and xj have not been fully learned, so

that more experience with xi might cause the ranking to swap until more ex-

perience with xj is gained, at which point the ranking would be re-corrected.

The third part of the definition states that the set contains strategies ranked

as they would be ranked by the agent’s true preferences.

If the agent were fully aware of her preferences at time t, the preference

relation according to which she chose would represent her true preference

rankings, and all strategies in choice universe X would be in Ct. However,

4Without this requirement, the composition of Ct would sometimes be ambiguous.

However, this requirement means that if the agent’s initial guess about her rankings is

completely correct she still has to try and “learn” each item to fill Ct over time.
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in this model we allow her preference relation at time t to differ from her

true preferences. In other words, the preference relation %t that governs her

choice at any time t may be incorrect because she may not have learned

her true preferences %∞. The purpose of this model is to demonstrate the

functioning of undiscovered preferences and of the learning process by which

the operative ordering is updated with experience to reflect true preferences.

Finally, we assume that once preferences are learned, this learning per-

sists. That is, once experience has fully updated the agent’s preference rank-

ing of a subset of strategies, she will retain that true ranking and not forget

it between experiences with those strategies. In the Discussion section, we

consider the possibility of forgetting.

Axiom 3. (Persistent Memory) The relative ranking of any two strategies

does not change between experiences with either of them. That is: if xi %t x
j,

and if xt 6= xi, xj, then xi %t+1 x
j.

For generality, we use preference relations rather than a valuation func-

tion. However, a valuation function could be used instead. In such an ap-

proach, there would be a static utility function at each time t. For stochastic

goods, the utility function could be based on expected utility, prospect the-

ory, or any other theory. Experience with a strategy would make the agent

update its subjective value, and this updated value could change the ranking

of that strategy with regard to other strategies in the choice universe.

3. Preference Learning under Certainty

Let the choice alternatives facing the deciding agent be non-stochastic

consumption items, and let her satisfaction from each also be deterministic.
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That is, each strategy will provide her a particular level of satisfaction with

probability 1. For example, she may be facing a basket of apples, oranges,

pears, and bananas. Each apple is of a consistent quality and yields the same

consumption experience (and this is also true of the other fruit).5

If at time t the agent experiences deterministic-outcome strategy xi, the

satisfaction it yields will be the same satisfaction she can look forward to

every time she experiences it. In other words, a single experience suffices for

complete learning of her feelings about any deterministic-outcome strategy.

Axiom 4D. (Full Updating for Deterministic Strategies) For any deterministic-

outcome strategy, a single try is sufficient experience for that strategy to

become correctly ranked. That is: for any strategy xi with a deterministic

outcome: xt = xi =⇒ xi ∈ Ct+1.

Thus, if the agent experiences two deterministic-outcome strategies, she

knows her true ranking of those two strategies. Given Persistent Memory,

this also implies that once a strategy is experienced it is at all future times

correctly ranked against other strategies (according to her current taste for

the other strategies, which may not be her true taste). It also implies that

once two deterministic-outcome strategies are experienced, they are at all

future times correctly ranked against each other. That is, if deterministic-

outcome strategies xi and xj have both been experienced by time s, the agent

will for all t > s rank them against each other as she would under %∞.

5Obviously, in reality, all apples are stochastic experiences.
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3.1. Full and Partial Learning of the Choice Set

At some time T , an agent has had full experience when she has experi-

enced all strategies in X. The agent may instead have full relevant discovery,

in which she may not have experienced all strategies but her expressed pref-

erences have nonetheless converged to her stable underlying preferences.

Definition 2. (a) (Full Experience) The agent has had full experience if she

has experienced all strategies. That is, at time T , she has full experience

if for all xi ∈ X, it is true that xt = xi for some t < T .

(b) (Full Relevant Discovery) At time T , the agent has had full relevant

discovery if for any choice set YT ⊆ X that may appear at time T , it will

be the case that the xT she chooses is truly preferred to all other elements

of the choice set YT : xT %∞ xi for all xi ∈ YT .

With Persistent Memory and Full Updating for Deterministic Strategies,

full experience implies that %t=%∞ (and that Ct = X) for all t ≥ T , and

that the agent knows this. In other words, once full experience is achieved,

all choices will be made according to true preferences %∞.

Full relevant discovery is a weaker condition. Once full relevant discovery

is achieved, as with full experience, all choices will be made according to true

preferences %∞. However, the agent may not have tried all strategies. This

can occur at any time (even t = 0) without full experience if the agent has a

correct guess about rankings of all untried items, in which case there are no

mis-rankings. Full relevant discovery also allows for some mis-rankings, but

only if all mis-ranked strategies are truly ranked so low that she would never

choose them. We define Wt as the set of lowest-ranked strategies at time t.
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Definition 3. (Set of Lowest Ranked Strategies)

(a) Let Wt ⊂ X be the set of strategies ranked low enough that they will

not be tried at time t, even if they appear in the time-t choice set. That

is: For any wi ∈ Wt, and in every possible choice set, there exists some

xj ∈ X \Wt such that xj %t w
i.

(b) W∞ denotes the set of all truly least preferred strategies, such that for any

wi ∈ W∞, and in every possible choice set, there exists some xj ∈ X\W∞

such that xj %∞ wi.

(c) w̄t denotes the highest-ranked member of Wt. That is, w̄t %t w
j for all

wj ∈ Wt.

Strategies in Wt may not be tried in future periods, as discussed below,

but strategies in X \Wt will generally be tried eventually. In full relevant

discovery, the agent may incorrectly rank elements of Wt relative to each

other, but by definition this would not affect her choices.

If, some strategy wj ∈ Wt would be preferred according to %∞ to some

strategy xi ∈ X \ Wt, unless that wj is removed from Ws at future time s,

this incorrect ranking could persist forever. We call the case in which the

incorrect ranking persists false full relevant discovery.

Definition 4. (False Full Relevant Discovery) At time T , the agent has had

false full relevant discovery if for all xi, xj ∈ X \ WT , xi %T xj ⇐⇒ xi %∞

xj but for some xi ∈ X \ WT and some wj ∈ WT , wj %∞ xi.

In false full relevant discovery, the agent is stuck in a condition where she

will never learn that she has misjudged some choice items. The distinction
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between full relevant discovery and false full relevant discovery is crucial.

Both situations lead to consistency in observed choice, and correspond to

what Plott refers to as “stage two” of preference discovery (Plott, 1996)

in which choice is stabilized. However, the former yields optimal choices,

while the latter yields a stable mis-ordering of strategies that may cause

significant welfare losses. How likely is false full relevant discovery? Since all

choice items appear in choice sets with positive probability, all choice items

xi ∈ X \ Wt will eventually be tried. Therefore, if Wt is small, then nearly

all strategies are tried, learned, and correctly ranked eventually. Wt will be

small when kmin is small and, if there is a default strategy, if that default

strategy is unattractive. The following subsections formalize these points.

3.2. No Default Strategy

Assume that there is no default strategy—no strategy that appears in ev-

ery choice set. In this case, Wt is of size kmin−1. If kmin > 1, Wt is nonempty.

As time progresses, the agent will choose and experience strategies, but at

any given time t she will never choose a member of Wt.

Members of Wt can leave the set over time, as shown in Figure 1. This

happens if experience with some other strategy xi ∈ X \ Wt teaches the

agent that she likes xi less than w̄t. When this happens, xi enters Wt+1, and

w̄t gets bumped out of Wt+1. If some wj is ranked m places below w̄t (in

Figure 1, m = 2), m + 1 strategies like xi, xk ∈ X \Wt must be demoted to

ranks below wj before wj is bumped out of Wt. If no xi ∈ X \ Wt is ever

demoted into Wt+1, the agent never experiences any members of W0 (the

initially lowest-ranked strategies).
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Figure 1. Bumping strategies out of Wt

The following proposition states that eventually, nearly all strategies will

be tried and nearly all rankings will become correct.

Proposition 1. Assume a choice universe that contains only deterministic-

outcome strategies and that has no default option.

(a) All strategies initially ranked outside of the bottom kmin−1 strategies will

be eventually tried. That is: xi /∈ W0 =⇒ xi = xt for some t ≥ 0.

(b) As t→∞, at most kmin−1 items remain incorrectly ranked (and remain

outside Ct).

(c) If at some time s, Ws = W∞, full relevant discovery will be achieved as

t→∞ with probability 1.

(d) If at time r, a strategy xi is placed in Wr+1 but is not in W∞, there will

be some time s > r such that xi will be promoted out of Ws+1. It will not

return to Wu for any u > s.

Proof.

(a) First, imagine that Wt = W0 for all t. Since each choice set contains at

least kmin strategies, the agent will (with probability approaching 1 as
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t → ∞) eventually encounter a choice set containing only W0 and each

strategy xi outside that set of lowest-ranked strategies for all xi ∈ X\W0.

Since by definition the members of W0 are dominated by nonmembers

of W0, she will be forced to choose every xi ∈ X \ W0. Now note

that while Wt does change over time, a strategy cannot enter Wt except

through experience with that strategy. Therefore no strategy outside W0

can remain untried (and thus incorrectly-ranked, by Full Updating for

Deterministic Strategies) as t→∞.

(b) Since W0 is of size kmin− 1, the largest number of strategies that can be

incorrectly ranked forever is kmin − 1.

(c) The only strategies that can remain untried forever are the strategies in

W0. Therefore, if the strategies in W0 include only truly-least-preferred

strategies, then all other strategies must be tried and their rankings

learned. Rankings among members of W0 may be incorrect, but since

the agent is never forced to choose between those strategies, then all of

the agent’s decisions will be in accordance with %∞. The same logic

follows if Ws ⊆ W∞ for any s ≥ 0.

(d) Because xi is in Wr+1 is not in W∞, the fixed size of Wt for all t implies

that another strategy xk ∈ W∞ is not in Wr+1. Since xk /∈ Wr+1, xk

must be tried at some future time v ≥ r + 1. Since xi has already been

tried, at all t ≥ v + 1, xi, xk ∈ Ct by Persistent Memory. If xi %∞ xk,

xi will be bumped upward when xk is demoted, although xi need not

be immediately bumped out if xi 6= w̄v. If instead xk %∞ xi, another

strategy xm = w̄v is bumped out of Wv+1. In this way, any strategy
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that is in Wt during this interval but is incorrectly ranked above xi will

eventually be bumped out of W ′
r at some future t = r′, which implies

that eventually at some time v′ it will be tried and found to be less

desirable than xi. Therefore at some time s, xi must be bumped out of

Ws+1. This is inevitable because as long as xi ∈ Wt, there will always

be some strategy xk′ /∈ Wt such that xk′ ∈ W∞ and therefore trial of xk′

will reveal that xi %∞ xk′ , so xi cannot stop being bumped upward until

it leaves Wt. Once xi is bumped out of Ws+1, it will never return for any

t > s because, by Persistent Memory, xi and all of the items the agent

incorrectly believed to be better than it will remain in Ct forever, and at

no time t will a strategy xl be moved to a ranking above xi unless xl is

tried and therefore xl ∈ Ct and therefore xl %∞ xi, and correct ranking

changes like this cannot incorrectly demote xi into Wt.

This proposition implies several things. First, if minimal choice set size

kmin = 1, all strategies are eventually tried and preferences eventually con-

verge to true preferences %∞. Second, the larger kmin, the more strategies

may remain untried, and the more likely it is that the agent only ever achieves

false full relevant discovery. Relatedly, smaller choice sets force fuller and per-

haps faster discovery of preferences across the choice universe. Third, there

is no reason that the truly most preferred strategy should ever be tried: it

could be a element of W0 that is never bumped out, so that the agent for-

ever misjudges her truly favorite item. Fourth, not all strategies are equally

likely to be incorrectly ranked. At any finite time t, the strategies most likely

to be tried and therefore correctly ranked appear in many choice sets and

are initially high-ranked relative to other strategies. Fifth, when a strategy
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is persistently mis-ranked (except for mis-rankings among pairs within Wt),

the agent always believes it to be less preferred than it actually is—positive

biases are corrected with experience, so persistent biases are always nega-

tive. Finally, the agent may converge to full relevant discovery even if some

elements of W0 do not belong in that set; but there is no assurance that

this will happen because there those strategies need not be “bumped” out

of Wt. When at time t the agent tries some xi ∈ X \ Wt and finds it un-

desirable, even if it belongs in W∞, she might demote it to a position above

some elements wj of Wt that are truly preferred to it such that xi %t+1 wj

but wj %∞ xi.

To illustrate, suppose the universe consists of different fruits and each

choice set is a fruit basket. If the agent must choose a fruit on every choice

occasion and choice sets may be as small as one fruit, then she will eventually

try all fruit and learn her true ranking of all fruit. Imagine instead that every

fruit basket contains at least three fruits, and that she believes durian fruit

to be the worst fruit and noni fruit to be the second-worst fruit. She will try

and learn to correctly rank all other fruits, but she will never try durian or

noni. If this is to her true preference ranking, or even if her true ranking of

noni and durian is swapped, then she has achieved full relevant discovery. If

instead her true ranking of noni is higher and persimmon (currently at the

third-worst spot) belongs in the second-worst spot, then unless a taste of

persimmon convinces her that (as-yet-untried) noni must be better, she will

maintain an incorrect ranking forever. This is false full relevant discovery: she

will never realize her ranking is wrong but her choices will appear internally

consistent. She could be losing real welfare, because it is possible that she
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would get great pleasure from noni if she tried it.

More broadly, we note that choice occasions of this type in life are fre-

quent, so we expect people with some life experience to be able to properly

judge their preferences for most choice items.

3.3. Default strategy

Let us define a default strategy.

Definition 5. (Default strategy) A default strategy xd is a strategy present

in all choice sets, such that xd ∈ Yt for all times t.

A common default is inaction: instead of choosing a fruit, eating noth-

ing; instead of choosing an insurance policy, driving uninsured; and so on.

A default option adds realism to the model. For a default to be non-trivial,

it must be voluntarily chosen sometimes; therefore, we only consider default

strategies that are ranked outside of the bottom kmin−1 lowest-ranked strate-

gies according to %0 and %∞. We now require kmin > 1 to ensure that the

default strategy is never the only option, we require all possible sets of size

kmin − 1 containing members of X \ xd to have a positive probability of

appearing in the choice set alongside xd at all times t.

Let td be the first time t at which xd is tried (xt = xd). Some odd

situations can arise in the time before xd is tried,6 but we focus on times

t > td, since agents generally have early experience with natural defaults.

Since xd appears in all choice sets, any strategy that the agent believes

to be ranked below xd at t > td will never be tried. Therefore, the set Wt

6For example, the order in which strategies appear in choice sets in the periods before

td can affect which strategies are eventually learned.
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no longer has a fixed size: it must have at least kmin − 1 members, but it

now contains all strategies that the agent ranks below xd at time t. As we

show in the proposition below, for t > td no strategy can leave Wt since the

“bumping” previously discussed depended on the fixed size of Wt when no

default option existed. Strategies can still be added to Wt. If a default option

is present, full relevant discovery requires the correct ranking of all strategies

truly preferred to the default option but does not require correct ranking of

any strategies to which the default is truly preferred, since those strategies

need never be chosen.

The proposition below outlines properties of preference discovery when a

default option is present.

Proposition 2. Assume a choice universe that contains only deterministic-

outcome strategies and that has a default option.

(a) Strategies can never leave Wt for any t > td. That is: Ws ⊇ Wt for all

s > t > td.

(b) All strategies ranked above to the default strategy at any time t > td will

be eventually tried. That is: xi %t x
d =⇒ xs = xi for some s ≥ t > td

with probability 1.

(c) If at some time s > td, Ws ⊆ W∞, full relevant discovery will be achieved

as t→∞ with probability 1.

(d) Full relevant discovery will eventually occur with probability 1 if and only

if
(
xi %∞ xd =⇒ xi %td+1 x

d
)
.

Proof.
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(a) A strategy xi is a member of Wt if xd %t x
i. In any choice set in which

xi appears, xd also appears (because it is in all sets). Since xd %t x
i, xi

would not be chosen at time t. Since t > td, when the agent tries xd the

experience cannot change her ranking of xd and xi. Thus xi will still be

in Wt+1. Since this is true for all t > td, all xi ∈ Wt must remain in all

Ws for s > t > td.

(b) All strategies appear in all choice sets with positive probability. All

strategies xi initially preferred to the default strategy will eventually

appear in a choice set with only xi and xd (and some member(s) of Wt

if kmin > 2). If xi %t x
d for some t > td then that ranking will persist

at least until xi is tried. Therefore xi will be chosen when it appears in

such a set.

(c) The proof of Proposition 2.b shows that all strategies preferred at any

time s > td to xd will eventually be tried. Therefore, if at time s > td

it is true that Ws ⊆ W∞, all members of X outside W∞ will eventually

be tried (and some members of W∞ may also be tried). By Persistent

Memory and Full Updating for Deterministic Strategies, this achieves

full relevant discovery.

(d) If xi %∞ xd =⇒ xi %td+1 xd then Wtd+1 ⊆ W∞ since some strategies

may be preferred to xd at td + 1 but not according to %∞. Since all

strategies outside Wtd+1 are eventually tried, then strategies outside W∞

(and possibly some in W∞) must eventually be tried. By Persistent

Memory and Full Updating for Deterministic Strategies, trying these

strategies at some time means that they become and remain fully learned
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(they are in Ct for all future t). This is full relevant discovery. If, on the

other hand, xi %∞ xd 6=⇒ xi %td+1 xd, there are some xi %∞ xd where

xd %td+1 xi—that is, some xi ∈ Wtd+1 for which xi %∞ xd. As shown

above, no member of Wt for any t > td can ever leave. Therefore, such an

xi will never be tried and will remain forever mis-ranked, but its correct

ranking is necessary for full relevant discovery.

These results show that a default can have a large impact on discovery

outcomes, and this impact is greater the more attractive that default option

is. Note the key role that the Axiom of Separability plays in these results,

particularly the finding that no strategy that starts in set Wt to escape that

set.

A default option changes the nature of the set Wt of worst options: it

is now absorbing and can achieve virtually unlimited size. Other behavioral

research has highlighted the importance of a carefully-chosen default option,

for example in investment plans (Madrian and Shea, 2001) and in organ

donation (Johnson and Goldstein, 2003). One way to interpret those results

in light of preference learning is that agents may undervalue choice items

that are not presented as the default.

A key implication of our results is that a default option may render full

relevant discovery less likely and false full relevant discovery more likely (and

renders full experience impossible unless no choice objects start out less pre-

ferred than the default option). A default option may therefore reduce the

agent’s welfare by letting her avoid sampling items she would actually enjoy.

On the other hand, the presence of a default option reduces the number of

strategies that must be tried for full relevant discovery to be achieved in the
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same way that increasing kmin does when no default exists. This makes false

full relevant discovery less likely and full relevant discovery more likely. The

discovery outcome is worse with a default than without if some truly-more-

preferred items are initially ranked below the default, and is better with a

default than without if kmin is small and the truly-lowest-ranked strategies

are mis-ordered.

To return to our fruit basket example, imagine that the agent may always

choose the default of “no fruit.” For any choice set size, she will never try

any fruit she believes to be worse than eating no fruit. In this case, even

if fruit baskets can be as small as a single fruit, she may avoid a whole

host of fruits: say, durian, noni, lychee, and kumquat. This ranking could

be wrong (reflecting false full relevant discovery), and she could be losing

welfare without knowing it. To both the agent and an observer, her choices

would appear consistent and stable.

On the other hand, the “no fruit” default partitions the fruit universe

into fruits that must and that need not be tried for full relevant discovery.

If durian, noni, lychee, and kumquat are truly less preferred than “no fruit,”

the agent can achieve full relevant discovery without correctly ranking any

of them against each other. Without a default, if kmin was less than four,

at least the truly-most-preferred of these fruits would have to be correctly

ranked for full relevant discovery.

It seems likely, however, that the welfare gain from the positive effect of

a default is smaller than the welfare loss from the negative effect of a default,

since the former involves mis-ranking among low-ranked strategies while the

latter could include the mis-ranking strategies that are truly high-ranked. In
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other words, while we have shown that preference discovery functions mostly

just as well if a default option exists in all choice sets, the default may on

net cause more welfare loss from missed opportunities.

3.4. Other Facets of Simple Preference Learning

We have shown so far that if preferences need to be learned through ex-

perience, preferences for most deterministic-outcome items will be eventually

discovered. This means that preferences should look consistent and stable

for people with some life experience when they face most choice problems in

their lives. However, some rankings take longer to discover—namely items

that appear more rarely or are low-ranked—and for these, choice may ap-

pear unstable as the agent learns her preferences, revealing symptoms like

preference reversals. And some items may remain mis-ranked forever if the

agent can avoid experience with them because they appear so unattractive

to her. This problem may be exacerbated or mitigated by the presence of a

default option. We make several additional observations.

First, the quality of the agent’s initial guessed ranking is crucial to her

ability to achieve correct rankings. The better she is at guessing her ranking,

the closer %0 is to %∞; the worse she is at guessing, the more likely she

will persistently mis-rank items, and the more welfare she will lose from

suboptimal choice.

Second, consider a scenario in which an agent can remove items from

her choice universe so that she can never choose them in the future, and in

which there is some cost to retaining an item in the choice universe—either

an explicit or an opportunity cost. For example, to be able to date Chris,

the agent may need to sacrifice the opportunity to date Pat in the future.
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She will only foreclose on an item she believes to be low-ranked. Once an

item has been removed from the choice universe, rankings with regard to

that item can never be updated. Since these low rankings may be mistaken,

such an excision may eliminate an option that is truly high-ranked.

Third, one might read the model to imply that the agent is myopic in

that she will only pick the strategy that she believes gives most satisfaction

right now. In our model, in contrast with a model of experimental con-

sumption (Kihlstrom et al, 1984), the agent’s belief about the ranking of an

item is certain so it may appear that she will not sample untried items to

learn about them. However, experimental consumption could be built into

the prior rankings in our model. We have been agnostic about the deter-

minants of the agent’s rankings at any time; they need not depend solely

on instantaneous gratification. They could include a premium that boosts

an as-yet-untried item up in the ranking, where the premium represents the

value of experimental consumption. Such a premium would make it less likely

that any good remains untried forever, but it is no guarantee; there still may

be strategies that the agent will still never try because her expectation of

the satisfaction they could yield is too low, and this expectation may be

incorrect.

The opposite could also be true. Because of risk aversion, ambiguity

aversion, status quo bias, or inertia, the agent may avoid strategies that

have not yet been tried precisely because of the uncertainty in their proper

ranking positions. This would give a discount, rather than a premium, to

novel items. In this case, untried items would be less likely to be tried in

the future. This would increase the chance that strategies remain improperly
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ranked.

4. Preference Learning for Stochastic Items

Assume now that the choice universe X contains both simple strategies

xi that yield deterministic outcomes and more complex strategies yi that

yield stochastic outcomes. If the agent chooses a stochastic-outcome strategy

yi, she faces a probability distribution over m possible outcomes zj: yi =

(z1, z2, . . . , zm; p1, p2, . . . , pm). Let these outcomes zj all be deterministic

and let them be common across all strategies (although some may occur

with probability zero for some strategies). They may be amounts of money,

characteristics of fruit, meal qualities, or other goods. For each stochastic-

outcome strategy yi, the agent knows the probability distribution over the

set of potential outcomes. For example, yi may be a lottery over money

outcomes, in which case we assume that the agent knows all possible prizes

zj and the probabilities pj with which she will win each. Alternatively, yi

may be a restaurant. Each restaurant provides a random quality because the

staffs and menus vary in ways unpredictable to the agent. The agent knows

the possible meal outcomes zj she may get at each restaurant and she knows

how likely (pj) each meal outcome is at each restaurant.

We assume that the previously-defined axioms of Well Behaved Prefer-

ences, Separability, True Preference Stability, and Persistent Memory still

apply when stochastic items exist. We also assume that, even though X con-

tains some stochastic-outcome strategies, Full Updating for Deterministic

Strategies holds for the deterministic-outcome strategies in the universe.

We assume that all outcomes zi are relatively high-ranked members of
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universe X so that they are never in Wt. By propositions 1 and 2, all zi are

eventually experienced and correctly ranked relative to other experienced

strategies. Define time t = tz to be the time at which all zi’s have been

experienced.7 For example, if stochastic-outcome strategy yi is a money

lottery, at all t > tz the agent knows how she feels about receiving each

money prize for sure. If it is a restaurant, she can rank meal outcomes. We

will focus on times t > tz to demonstrate difficulties in learning preferences for

stochastic-outcome strategies even under the most congenial circumstances.

When the agent experiences a new stochastic-outcome strategy yi, how

is her preference learning process different from the process of learning pref-

erences for a new deterministic-outcome strategy xi? It differs because when

she experiences yi, she does not experience the full ex ante distribution that

defines yi. She experiences some anticipation informed by her knowledge

of the strategy’s objective characteristics (the probability distribution over

outcomes), but a single experience of yi only yields one outcome zj. In

other words, a stochastic-outcome strategy is fundamentally an ex ante item,

whereas experience with it is largely ex post.

For example, if the strategy xt she chooses at time t is a stochastic restau-

rant yi, she will experience anticipation and then the meal will be realized as

a meal of particular type and quality zj. An unsophisticated agent may then

update her ranking for yi so that yi ∼ zj. However, if the agent understands

the stochastic nature of yi, she should consider the anticipation as well as

the possible outcomes that did not occur. It need not necessarily even be the

7If a default option exists, let t = tz when all zi’s and xd have been tried.
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case that the realization of a highly ranked outcome (a good meal) causes

her to move the item up in her ranking or that a poorly ranked outcome (a

bad meal) causes her to move it down. She may realize that a good meal

was not worth the uncertainty, or that a bad meal is less unpleasant because

it could have turned out to be good.

A sophisticated agent must consider the whole distribution of possible

outcomes of a strategy, but on any single experience only one realization

of that distribution occurs. Therefore, while we assumed Full Updating for

Deterministic Strategies, we cannot reasonably make such an assumption for

stochastic-outcome strategies. We instead put structure on the preference-

updating process for stochastic strategies in the following axiom.

Axiom 4S. (Partial Updating for Stochastic Strategies) Let yi be a strategy

with a stochastic outcome. Let qi be the number of times stochastic-outcome

strategy yi has been experienced. As qi → ∞, strategy yi enters set Ct with

probability approaching 1.

This axiom ensures that the concept of true underlying preferences is

meaningful in the case of stochastic experiences. If an agent has true prefer-

ences but can never learn them, then the idea of preferences has little mean-

ing. This axiom does not preclude full perfect updating, but it embraces the

possibility that updating is not full or immediate for stochastic strategies.

We put no stronger structure on preference learning for stochastic-outcome

strategies, but we note that a sophisticated agent who experiences a risky

strategy should update her ranking of that strategy based on the most re-

cent outcome and on her remembered history of outcomes, as well as her

knowledge of the objective properties of the uncertainty.
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When stochastic items are present, the thoroughness of the eventual learn-

ing process is similar to the case with only deterministic outcome strategies.

Proposition 3. Assume a choice universe that contains deterministic- and

stochastic-outcome strategies.

(a) Assume that the universe does not contain a default option. Propositions

1.a and 1.b hold: all strategies initially ranked outside of the bottom

kmin − 1 strategies will be eventually tried; and no more than kmin − 1

items will remain incorrectly ranked as t→∞.

(b) Assume that a deterministic-outcome default option xd exists. Proposi-

tions 2.a, 2.b, and 2.d hold: strategies can never leave Wt; all strategies

preferred at any time t > td to the default strategy will be eventually tried;

and full relevant discovery will eventually occur with probability 1 if and

only if (xi %∞ xd =⇒ xi %tz+1 x
d).

Proof.

(a) The proofs are the same as the proofs of Propositions 1.a and 1b.

(b) The proofs are the same as the proofs of Propositions 2.a, 2.b, and 2.d.

What is different now? Updates may be incomplete, and rankings may

move in the wrong direction after an experience (although not after significant

repeated experience) with a stochastic-outcome strategy. Assume that at

time t > tz some deterministic-outcome strategy xi has been experienced

but stochastic-outcome strategy yj is not fully learned. Imagine further that
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yj %t x
i but xi %∞ yj. If strategy yi is experienced at time t, it need not move

to its proper ranking relative to xi, and indeed it need not even necessarily

move down in the rankings. The agent could have a false impression of

her taste for this strategy; for example, if an unusually favorable outcome

occurs, she might be fooled into thinking that she likes the risk inherent in

the strategy more than she actually does.

Because of this possibility of updating in the wrong direction, experience

at time t > tz can cause a stochastic strategy that belongs outside of the

set W∞ of lowest-ranked strategies to be demoted into Wt+1 and, unlike the

result in Proposition 1.d, that strategy need not ever promoted out of Ws at

some future s > t. While a try of a deterministic-outcome strategy causes

that strategy to be fully learned (to enter Ct+1, because of Full Updating

for Deterministic Strategies), that is not the case for a stochastic-outcome

strategy. In other words, trying all other strategies in the universe would

certainly correct the ranking of a deterministic-outcome strategy that had

been tried and incorrectly demoted, but need not correct the ranking of

a stochastic-outcome strategy similarly maligned. Relatedly, if a default

strategy exists, a deterministic-outcome strategy can never for t > tz be

incorrectly demoted into Wt+1 but a stochastic-outcome strategy can.

Thus, the possibility of mistaken demotion renders it even more difficult

to properly rank stochastic-outcome strategies, and renders mis-ranking and

the associated welfare-reducing errored choice more likely, even at infinite

time. This problem is exacerbated if a default option exists, since in that

case strategies can never be bumped out of Wt.

Because of the possibility of incorrect demotion, Propositions 1.c and 2.c
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do not have parallels for a universe with stochastic items: if Ws ⊆ W∞ for

some time s > tz, we are no longer assured that full relevant discovery will

occur. This also means that stochastic-outcome strategies have a greater

chance than deterministic-outcome strategies of being forever mis-ranked.

Lemma 1. Consider a deterministic-outcome strategy xi and a stochastic-

outcome strategy yi such that xi ∼0 y
i and xi ∼∞ yi and that both xi and yi

are equally likely to appear in any choice set. If there exists t > tz such that

yi, xi /∈ Wt, then for all u > t, Pr(xi ∈ Cu) ≥ Pr(yi ∈ Cu).

Proof. Let Sxi denote the random time when the strategy xi is experienced

for the first time after t (that is, Sxi = min{s > t : xs = xi}), and let

fSxi
(.) ≥ 0 denote the probability mass function of Sxi . Similarly define

Syi . Propositions 1 and 2 ensure that Pr(Sxi < ∞) = 1, and Proposition

3 ensures that Pr(Syi < ∞) = 1. Once Sxi is realized, by Full Updating

for Deterministic Strategies, the deterministic-outcome strategy is learned

instantaneously: Pr(xi ∈ Cs|Sxi = s) = 1, and thus (by Persistent Memory)

Pr(xi ∈ Cu|Sxi = s) = 1 for all u ≥ s. This is not true for the stochastic-

outcome strategy. Hence, Pr(yi ∈ Cu|Syi = s) ≤ 1 = Pr(xi ∈ Cu|Sxi = s)

for all u ≥ s. And therefore, for any u > t,

Pr(yi ∈ Cu) =
∑u

s=t+1 Pr(yi ∈ Cu|Syi = s) · fSyi
(s)

≤
∑u

s=t+1 Pr(xi ∈ Cu|Sxi = s) · fSxi
(s)

= Pr(xi ∈ Cu).

We can now show that there are differences in the completeness of the

agent’s expected learning between a universe with only deterministic-outcome
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strategies and one with stochastic-outcome strategies as well.

Proposition 4. Assume a choice universe that contains deterministic- and

stochastic-outcome strategies. The universe may or may not contain a default

option.

(a) At any time t > tz, a strategy is more likely to be incorrectly ranked if it

has stochastic outcomes rather than a deterministic outcome.

(b) Assume that a deterministic-outcome default option xd exists. Consider

two universes: X consists of deterministic-outcome strategies and X̃ is

identical except that some subset of the deterministic-outcome strategies

have been replaced with stochastic-outcome strategies between which our

agent is indifferent under both %0 and %∞. The set W̃t of all strategies

believed to be less preferred than xd will tend to be larger as t → ∞ in

the universe which includes stochastic-outcome strategies than will the

set Wt in the universe with only deterministic-outcomes strategies.

Proof.

(a) Denote the deterministic-outcome strategy by xi and its stochastic coun-

terpart by yi. First, if xi, yi /∈ Wtz+1, then by Lemma 1, Pr(xi ∈ Cs) ≥

Pr(yi ∈ Cs) for all s > t. This implies that Pr(xi ∈ Cs) ≥ Pr(yi ∈ Cs).

Conversely, suppose that xi, yi ∈ Wtz+1. Since either strategy can only

be bumped out by experience with other strategies outside Wt at t > tz,

both types of strategies are equally likely to be bumped out of Wt. If

they always remain in Wt for all t > tz, then neither of them will be

experienced, and Pr(xi ∈ Cs) = Pr(yi ∈ Cs) = 0. On the other hand,
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if both xi and yi leave Wt at some time t > tz, then Lemma 1 ensures

again that Pr(xi ∈ Cs) ≥ Pr(yi ∈ Cs). If only one of them leaves Wt at

a future t, that strategy will become learned while the other one will not,

but each is equally likely to be the one that leaves and is learned.

(b) W0 for X is the same size as W̃0 for X̃. The Wt set grows as strategies

are demoted into it. By Propositions 2.a and 3.b, strategies that enter

Wt when t > tz will never leave. Both Wt and W̃t will expand based on

negative but correct impressions of strategies that are tried, but their

growth will differ in two ways. First, stochastic-outcome strategies can

be incorrectly demoted into W̃t for t > tz, while this is not possible for

deterministic-outcome strategies. This will tend to make W̃t larger than

Wt. Second, a stochastic-outcome strategy that belongs in W̃∞ may be

tried at time t and incorrectly not demoted into W̃t+1, and this is also

not possible for deterministic-outcome strategies. This will tend to make

W̃t smaller than Wt. However, by Proposition 2.a (and 3.b), strategies

that enter W̃t and Wt cannot leave those sets, but by Propositions 2.b

and 3.b strategies outside those sets will be tried. Therefore, the second

factor (incorrect failure to demote) will be corrected over time while the

first factor (incorrect demotion) will not. Therefore, while W̃t may be

smaller or larger than Wt, as t→∞ W̃t must be larger than Wt.

For the deterministic-outcome universe X, the maximum size of Wt as

t→∞ is the size of Wtz+1 plus the number of strategies that are ranked

higher than xd according to %tz+1 but are inferior to xd according to

%∞. For the universe X̃ with stochastic-outcome strategies, W̃t may be

arbitrarily larger than that.
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As in the case of deterministic-outcome strategies, a strategy is less likely

to be tried and therefore to be properly ranked if it appears infrequently in

choice sets or is initially low-ranked. We have shown that a strategy is less

likely to be properly ranked if it has stochastic outcomes. Further, this is

true at all finite times t and is also true as t → ∞. Thus we can see that

false full relevant discovery is more likely when stochastic-outcome strategies

are present.

We make a few additional observations about preference learning as re-

gards stochastic-outcome choice items.

First, the presence of a default option interacts with the difficulties associ-

ated with learning preferences for stochastic-outcome strategies. For similar

reasons, if it is costly to keep items in the choice set, the agent is more likely to

“incorrectly” remove a truly-high-ranked stochastic-outcome strategy from

the choice set than a similar deterministic-outcome strategy.

Second, regardless of taste for risk, stochastic-outcome strategies are sub-

ject to persistent under-ranking in a way that is not possible for deterministic-

outcome strategies. This would make an agent appear more risk-averse after

extensive experience than her true preferences would dictate. However, at

finite time, she may appear either more or less risk-averse; it would depend

on her preferences and whether her prior ranking and her updating process

show any kind of a bias.

Third, stronger assumptions about the partial learning process would not

change our results, but, if justified, could add nuance. For example, we could

assume that full learning occurs when the observed frequency distribution of

the strategy’s realized outcomes approaches the true probability distribution.
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Similarly, we could make assumptions about how the agent forms a ranking

position for stochastic-outcome strategy yi based on the set of experiences

she has had with it. She could assess this set of experiences as a temporally

extended outcome (with elements that occur at different times), forming a

ranking position as an average of peak and end sensations as shown in Kah-

neman et al (1997). Another possibility is some sort of fractional updating,

as in Sarin and Vahid (1999). However, such operations cannot be directly

applied to a model of preference rankings—only to a model of value functions.

Fourth, some strategies with stochastic outcomes may take more experi-

ence than others to fully learn, and these differentials would be informed by

assumptions on the learning process. If full learning happens as the observed

frequency of outcomes approaches the strategy’s true probability distribu-

tion, then strategies with longer odds would be harder to properly rank. For

example, a coin-flip bet to win $1 or lose $1 would be easier to rank than the

Powerball lottery, with odds of 1 in 175,223,510. Similarly, if home insur-

ance claims occur at a rate of about 4% each year, then the gamble of living

without home insurance may be difficult to correctly rank.

Finally, if the agent has not fully learned her preferences for a strategy,

then experience with that strategy will cause some learning, possibly chang-

ing her operative ranking. Behaviorally, learning will make the agent look

like she has unstable preferences. This could generate preference reversals,

for example. Since a stochastic outcome strategy is less likely to be prop-

erly ranked than a comparable deterministic outcome strategy at finite time

t, preferences for risky items will look more unstable than preferences for

deterministic items.
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5. Discussion

In preceding sections, we developed a model to formalize the discovered

preference hypothesis, which was first laid out in Plott (1996). Our model

is congruent with experimental and non-experimental data that generally

support assumptions of well-behaved preferences but show some evidence

of instability, including preference reversal-type phenomena, especially in

unfamiliar domains like environmental valuations and in particular when

choosing over stochastic (risky) items. In this section, we connect our model

and results to existing literature, and we then explore the implications of

some of our assumptions with an eye to possible extensions of the model.

5.1. Literature on Stability of Preferences

Economists tend to reject the idea that preferences are constructive (context-

dependent) (as advocated in, e.g., Lichtenstein and Slovic, 2006), favoring

models of stable preferences in which constraints may change. This position

is exemplified in Stigler and Becker (1977). Stable preferences are analyti-

cally tractable and have considerable predictive power.8

Stability of preference is not, however, sufficient to ensure stability of

choices. People may have stable preferences but may need to learn these pref-

erences. The idea of discovered preferences was articulated in Plott (1996),

who proposed that if preferences must be discovered, then people always try

8Stability of expressed preference after experience is also possible in the “coherent

arbitrariness” framework of Ariely et al (2003). In coherent arbitrariness, however, the

value “imprinted” on an agent making a first decision regarding a good is arbitrary and

does not represent a fundamental value the agent has for the good.
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to optimize but at first know too little to be successful. Repeated choice with

feedback would then allow people to arrive at consistent and stable choices

that correspond to their consistent and stable preferences. Some theories

have considered preferences that are context- or state-dependent or that are

influenced by institutions but otherwise well-behaved, such as Karni (1985),

Bowles (1998), and Pattanaik and Xu (2013). As argued in Andersen et al

(2008), the distinction between stationary but state-contingent preferences

and preferences that can change is a fine one. Ours is a model of stationary

preferences in which choices may appear unstable at times, and in which sta-

tionary choices may or may not perfectly correspond to the stable underlying

preferences.9 A model of preference discovery is behaviorally distinct from

these models because, among these models, only preference discovery should

yield convergence to stable expressed preferences.

One must distinguish preference discovery from learning of objective facts

(facts outside the decision-making agent). Braga and Starmer (2005) describe

the former as “value learning” and the latter as “institutional learning.”

Preference discovery is a process of learning individual-specific subjective

values. Cubitt et al (2001) suggest that discovered preferences be interpreted

in the context of risky choice by positing that there is a true relationship

between an experience and a person’s affect relating to that experience, but

that people may need to learn about that relationship through repeated

9Another model that allows expressed preferences (particularly those for risk) to change

with experience is proposed in Cohen et al (2008). However, that model suggests that the

agent’s value function changes: the agent becomes more or less pessimistic (by changing

her probability weighting) in reaction to past experience.
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consumption.10

If preferences are undiscovered in some cases, then in those cases we do

not know how much we like the choice items we encounter. As discussed

by Kahneman et al (1997), Scitovsky (1976) argued that people are bad

at predicting utility from a prospective choice, while Becker (1996) argued

the opposite. Kahneman and Snell (1990) note that when experiences are

familiar and immediate, people seem fairly good at predicting utility. How-

ever, many results from psychology and economics support Scitovsky’s claim.

Loewenstein and Adler (1995) find people fail to predict changes in tastes,

and Wilson and Gilbert (2005) review extensive evidence showing systematic

systematic errors in forecasting happiness. Well-known biases aside, we may

be particularly bad at predicting utility when experienced utility is largely

divorced from the good over which the choice is made (or is not immediate)

and when the choice item is unfamiliar (Kahneman and Snell, 1990). We

suggest that this may be in part because preference learning is difficult in

such cases. Choices over risk and environmental valuation have these char-

acteristics, and preference discovery may be important in these domains.

Experiments using repeated choice provide suggestive evidence of the im-

portance of preference discovery in some situations. With repeated choice,

people can converge to a true value that has been induced for them (Noussair

et al, 2004). In more complicated cases, errors and biases often decline with

10The role of affect in the learning of preferences is distinct from the role of affect in

forming preferences. The latter is discussed in affect literature like Isen (2005), who shows

that moods affect choice behavior. Such a perspective allows exogenous moods to change

an agent’s ranking, rather than allowing an agent to learn her own true ranking.
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repeated choice. This has been observed with the gap between willingness to

pay and willingness to accept (e.g., Coursey et al, 1987; List, 2003; Shogren

et al, 2001, 1994)11, with non-dominant bidding behavior (List and Shogren,

1999), and in strategic games (Weber, 2003). Several contingent valuation

(environmental valuation) studies find that errors decline with repeated tri-

als: Kingsley and Brown (2010) find that intransitive choice, preference re-

versals, and estimated error decline (although apparent preference remains

stable), Ladenburg and Olsen (2008) find that starting point bias declines,

and Bateman et al (2008) find that the gap between values elicited through

single-bounded and double-bounded procedures declines. In the realm of risk

preferences, over repeated trials without feedback, Cox and Grether (1996)

show that preference reversals decline, although Braga et al (2009) show that

further repetition may cause other anomalies. Several studies of repeated lot-

tery experience without feedback (Birnbaum and Schmidt, 2009; Hey, 2001;

Loomes et al, 2002) find that estimated error rates or choice inconsisten-

cies decline with repetition. Keren and Wagenaar (1987) and Loomes and

Sugden (1998) find a decrease in expected utility violations with repetition;

however, Bone et al (1999) find an increase therein. The overall picture from

the literature is that repeated choice may, but need not, improve consistency

of choice.

Plott (1996) highlights the importance of feedback in repeated choice to

allow preference learning. If risk preferences are hard to learn, feedback be-

tween choices may be particularly essential for risky choice. However, the

11However, Knetsch et al (2001) show that experience in an auction may not decrease

but actually increase the WTA-WTP gap.
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few risk preference studies that use feedback generally require the agent to

learn probabilities (which are institutional features). As we discuss later,

it is not clear how learning of the institution should interact with learning

of preferences. Thaler et al (1997) find that more frequent feedback causes

repeated risky choice to become more risk averse. Barron and Erev (2003)

and Hertwig et al (2004) find that subjects who are told lottery odds perform

differently than those who learn about the lotteries through experience with

feedback. This sort of learning of the value of uncertain prospects is modeled

and simulated in March (1996). Jessup et al (2008) describe probabilities to

subjects and find that subjects who get feedback move toward choosing ac-

cording to objective probabilities while those without feedback overweight

small probabilities. Van de Kuilen and Wakker (2006) find that repeated

trials without feedback don’t reduce Allais paradox violations but with feed-

back the violations do decrease. Weber (2003) find that repeated plays of

a strategic game without feedback do exhibit the appearance of learning,

although less than that observed with feedback. The contingent valuation

studies cited above showed reduced error over repeated choice when feedback

is clearly impossible in that context. Overall, feedback seems to increase the

consistency of choices, as the discovered preference hypothesis suggests, al-

though improvements happen without it. How can any learning happen at

all when there is no feedback, as in the case of contingent valuation studies?

We conjecture that introspection, perhaps in the form of mental simulation,

is a partial substitute for feedback.

Another hallmark of preference learning could (but need not) be an ap-

pearance of preference instability over time. McGlothlin (1956), in what
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might be the first study of preference stability, finds some stability in ag-

gregate betting on horse races. With regard to risk preferences, Horowitz

(1992) finds individual temporal instability but aggregate stability over six

weeks, but Harrison et al (2005) find a fair amount of individual stability

over four weeks. Zeisberger et al (2012) find that 45% of subjects show some

instability in risk preference parameters over a month, although again ag-

gregate statistics appear stable. Over a three month period, Baucells and

Villaśıs (2010) find that 63% of subjects change their answer to at least one

of three risk preference questions. Andersen et al (2008) find strong cor-

relation across a person’s risk preference parameters across 17 months but

significant within-person variance, including some sensitivity to the current

financial state of the respondent. Sahm (2012) finds a raw correlation of only

0.18 between gamble decisions within a respondent over a period of years,

although some of this variation is certainly noise. Thus, existing evidence

shows some preference stability but some drift or change over time, and the

changes are sometimes large.

We add to the literature by creating a model of preference discovery that

is consistent with the methods and approaches of neoclassical economics but

that can present the appearance of unstable preferences because of incomplete

learning, particularly in the domain of risk. This model allows careful tests of

preference discovery. If preference learning is important, this has implications

for researchers, particularly in the realm of risk and uncertainty, and suggests

the existence of real welfare losses that could be avoided.
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5.2. Literature on Learning and Search

We draw upon literature from economics and psychology about learning

processes. Thorndike (1898) established the “law of effect” that underlies

theories of learning. Important models include reinforcement learning (Bush

and Mosteller, 1955) and fictitious play (Brown, 1951). However, in this

context they have mostly been used to model learning of probabilities or

dynamics of strategic interactions. Sarin and Vahid (1999) lay out a model

of learning in which valuations are updated with experienced outcomes; our

model is similar but when applied to risky assets considers the ex ante na-

ture of risk. Sampling plays an important role in the learning that occurs

in case based decision theory (Gilboa and Schmeidler, 1995), in which an

agent confronted with a structurally challenging problem of uncertainty in-

tegrates over remembered experiences to determine the best act. This model

was more descriptive than reinforcement learning in Ossadnik et al (2012).

Sampling is also an essential element of decision field theory (Busemeyer

and Townsend, 1993), in which an agent facing risk chooses by “sampling”

her impressions of how she will feel if she picks particular actions and par-

ticular states of the world result. Preference discovery fits well with these

psychology-informed ideas: it includes a sampling of past experience, and can

account for a sophisticated agent who understands the objective properties

of the choice item. Further, it brings these ideas into a framework that allows

for optimization, rather than satisficing (as in case based decision theory) or

threshold-breaching (as in decision field theory).

Our model of learning of preferences bears a relationship to models of

experimental consumption (Kihlstrom et al, 1984) and the two-armed ban-
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dit problem (Rothschild, 1974). In these models, an agent facing unknown

objective circumstances samples items to gain information, and may or may

not eventually gain full information. Our model differs in that our agent is

learning subjective, rather than objective, information, and our agent may

not know whether she knows her true preferences.

Our model of learning of subjective “information” (the agent’s own pref-

erences) can easily be transformed into a model of learning of objective in-

formation about the characteristics of choice items, such as quality or price.

As Stigler (1961) discusses, imperfect information and nonzero search costs

can have important market implications, and Stiglitz (1979) shows that these

include implications for market structure. Our model in such a setting would

share the implication of such models that some information is simply never

discovered; our model would further imply that producers who are able to

reduce the variance of the product characteristic being sampled by the buyer

may have a market advantage even if on average they offer a higher price or

lower quality than competitors with higher variance.

5.3. Implications and Extensions of the Discovered Preferences Model

First, our model focused on a situation in which the agent acts as if she

does not know that she is mis-ranking some strategies: at any time t her

ranking is unambiguously %t. The agent could instead be uncertain about

how to rank strategies with which she has little experience. Her uncertainty

might manifest as a subjective probability distribution of the likelihood a

particular ranking is true. If she has not tried xi or xj at time t, she may

believe that xi %t x
j is true with probability p and that the reverse is true

with probability 1 − p. If the agents’ preferences were represented by a
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value function, then an incompletely-learned strategy’s believed value would

be diffuse rather than degenerate. This is adds a layer of uncertainty to

judgments about all unlearned strategies, whether they be deterministic-

outcome or stochastic-outcome. As long as the agent behaves as if she has

a well-defined subjective probability for any given ranking, a model that

accounts for this compounded uncertainty should offer predictions similar to

those we have derived, although risk- or ambiguity-averse (or compounding-

averse) agents may rank unlearned items lower because of their novelty (as

discussed in Section 3.4).

On a related note, our model deals with strategies whose outcomes are

stochastic but are specified in terms of a known probability profile—that

is, strategies whose outcomes are risky but not ambiguous. However, if the

agent does not know the probability distribution across outcomes, experience

will yield both value learning (learning of her own rankings) and institutional

learning (learning of the probabilities). This is like the case of the two-armed

bandit (Rothschild, 1974), and Thaler et al (1997), Barron and Erev (2003),

and Hertwig et al (2004) also examine situations of this type, although none

of these studies account for a need to learn preferences. It seems likely that

for an ambiguous prospect, the agent can never reach fully correct rankings

until she knows the strategy’s true probability distribution over outcomes.

It is unclear how these two learning processes might interact.

We have also assumed throughout that learning persists, i.e. that the

agent never forgets preferences she has learned. This model could allow for a

decay of what has been learned between experiences with the choice item; this

could be a probabilistic decay from the learned ranking toward the original
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ranking. This will cause rankings to appear unstable over time. Strategies

that are more frequently updated to their correct ranking positions will have

a greater tendency to be correctly ranked. These strategies are strategies that

are more common (appear more frequently in choice sets), are higher-ranked,

and are deterministic-outcome rather than stochastic-outcome. Learning of

preferences becomes particularly hard for stochastic-outcome strategies when

forgetting is possible because incomplete learning and the process of forget-

ting together make it difficult to reach or maintain correct rankings. On the

other hand, if experience at time t moves a stochastic-outcome strategy into

the set Wt+1 where it does not belong, the process of forgetting makes it

possible to resurrect that strategy by forgetting this mis-ranking.

The model we develop in this paper intentionally avoids consideration

of learning spillovers and failures of separability. Learning spillovers may be

important if experience with xi helps the agent learn about her preference for

similar strategies. For example, the agent’s first bite of a mango might cause

her to update her ranking of (as-yet-untasted) papaya relative to apples and

bananas if she thinks of mango and papaya as similar. Separability could fail

in other ways, including complementarity or substitutability between goods

experienced at the same time or at different times. Consumption of a cookie

might change the ranking of milk relative to other goods such as chocolate

cake. Also, the agent’s starting level of happiness could change her rankings,

as suggested by Maslow’s hierarchy of needs (Maslow, 1943). In the case of

learning spillovers, the true underlying ranking between xj and xk does not

change (the current preference ranking is simply updated toward that true

ranking); with non-separability, the true ranking does change.
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While general separability failures would introduce technical issues but

provide no additional interesting results, learning spillovers deserve study. If

preferences for item xi must be learned, they can most likely be learned not

just through experience with xi but also through experience with other items

and introspection. The importance of these ways of learning is supported

by evidence cited above that some learning can happen without feedback,

although (as discussed above) feedback clearly is the most effective tutor.

Finally, consider preference discovery in a framework of utility maximiza-

tion, in which the agent would be learning her (ordinal) value for each item.

The agent’s utility function gives some coherent structure across values, at

least for different quantities of the same good. If a sophisticated agent is

not aware of this coherence, perhaps she just thinks of her satisfaction in

terms of local approximations. On the other hand, if she is aware of her

own coherence, she should essentially only need limited experience with a

small number of quantities of each good to learn the parameters of her util-

ity function, and then she should be able to extrapolate to other untried

strategies. If goods are simply bundles of characteristics or services and it’s

only these characteristics or services that provide utility, then much of what

the agent learns experiencing one good can also be applied to other goods

as long as characteristics are well-known. Learning of preferences could be

nearly trivial, although such a model may merely shift the role of experi-

ence from value learning to institutional learning—the process of correctly

associating characteristics with goods.
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6. Conclusion

Preference discovery is a middle ground that balances the analytical power

of neoclassical microeconomics with the nuanced view of critiques of assump-

tions of stable preferences. Our model of preference discovery shows that

while normal adults facing common decisions will usually exhibit stable pref-

erences, at other times people might make mistakes because they don’t know

or are in the process of learning what they like. This model can explain some

situations in which individual choice appears unstable, appears to evolve with

experience, or seems to indicate choice error, such as preference reversals.

Errors should occur most often in cases in which preferences are harder to

learn. We argue in this paper that preferences are hard to learn for stochastic

items like lotteries. Preferences should also be hard to learn for environmental

assets or characteristics. The choices that respondents are asked to make in

environmental valuation studies involve no possibility of feedback and often

present states of the world that the agent has never experienced. Therefore,

our theory of preference discovery could explain some of the choice anomalies

observed in environmental valuation studies.

Unlearned preferences could cause make mistakes that cost people real

welfare: people fail to optimize because they don’t know what they would

most like. We would expect such errors in rarely-made decisions and when

facing randomness. Housing markets, insurance choice, and career path

choice all have these characteristics—but all three are situations in which

a single choice can have very large consequences. If people have unlearned

preferences, policy could help reduce welfare loss, including through care-

ful engineering of default options and through training programs that help
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people introspect through difficult choices.

Preference learning could also interfere with analysis of human behavior.

When analysts study observational or experimental data, some choices could

be influenced by errors, and some trends could be contaminated by a process

of learning. This is particularly a problem if subjects undertake repeated

tasks. Because of this, Cubitt et al (2001) use one-task tests to demonstrate

violations of expected utility theory that are robust to any discovery process.

Without such measures, preference discovery could cause error and even bias

in the analysis of wholly unrelated phenomena.

These consequences suggest that preference discovery merits empirical

study. Plott (1996) noted that we can observe the discovery process as it

happens but that once preferences are learned (in “phase two”), the agent

should appear perfectly consistent and rational, so that evidence of preference

discovery can no longer be observed. He argues that social institutions and

incentives should play important roles in the discovery process, and that

the process likely involves repeated experience with feedback. This has two

implications.

First, a test of the theory of discovered preferences, as proposed in Plott

(1996) and formalized in this paper, should stimulate a learning process using

repeated experience with feedback. It should focus on choice items for which

an agent might not yet have learned her preferences, such as lotteries. It

first should seek evidence of change in choice with experience, and then

convergence to a stable choice pattern after more experience. We plan a

series of experiments along these lines.

Second, if preferences need to be learned, it may be possible to help
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agents make better decisions in their everyday lives. We must understand

more about the learning process to understand precisely how to help people.

Training programs with simulations of the situations of interest could help

a homeowner decide what kind of home insurance to buy; interactive tools

could help patients assess their willingness to bear risk when choosing among

medical procedures.
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